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ABSTRACT
High (large) and low (small) doses of ionizing radiation consistently induce opposite

physiologic effects in biological systems. The effects of low doses cannot be inferred by
interpolation between the result from groups exposed to high doses and controls irradiated
only by Natural Background Radiation. Stimulation (,,bio-positive") effects by low-level doses
of ionizing radiation are called radiation hormesis. It is still controversial idea, however it was
found that some biological objects (yeast, seeds, animals) after gamma irradiation by low-level
doses (10-50 times more NBR) can increase their development.
The result of present researches demonstrate that the excitation of living system by gamma
quanta (high energy) initiates prolonged secondary emission that influences biota and activates
many important processes in biological systems. According to the excitation theory of bio-
molecules the author suggests that gamma irradiation in low-level doses excites such molecules
as DNA and proteins, and this being followed by a long-termed secondary coherent radiation.
The spectral analysis of this secondary emission confirmed the contribution of the UV
component to the total emission.
The data obtaining by using SPC method (single photon counting) make possible a partial
understanding of the radiation hormesis phenomenon and suggest closer relationship to UV
emission from biological systems during mitotic processes.
The experiments with humic acid (high doses) and grycine (low doses) confirm the author
hypothesis that gamma-irradiated organic compounds are capable to emit secondary radiation
This secondary radiation probably plays very significant role in the intercellular communication
inside the living systems.
In conclusion the author proposed de-excitation processes in bio-molecules as a common
denominator of UV and ionizing radiation interacting with living cells.
Finally he refers to the Cerenkov radiation which is created inside the biological cells. Because
the Cerenkov radiation is totally absorbed, consequently these photons must be play very
important part in energetic balance in living organism. The author expects that Cerenkov
radiation may converse - like ionizing radiation - into UV photons and effects as a "bio-positive"
factor (Cerenkov Hormesis).

INTRODUCTION
A great deal of scientific researches confirmed that high and low doses of IR consistently

induce opposite physiologic effects in biological systems. Stimulation (bio-positive effect) by
low-level doses of any agent is called hormesis. Luckey1'2 in his works transferred this notation
to IR and defined radiation hormesis (RH) as a bio-positive effect of low-level doses of IR.
What does it mean low-level dose of IR? This dose is defined as a value from of more than ten
times of Natural Background Radiation (NBR) to 1/100 LD (lethal dose); Le.40-50 mGy.
The data show increased or accelerated respiration, germination, growth, development and
maturation, reproduction, resistance to disease and sub-sequent irradiation and average
longevity. Under the irradiation of gamma rays the increasing of mitosis index is observed.
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Honnesis evokes increased vigor and strength in individuals subjected to sub-optimum
conditionsIl2>3.
The hormetic dose varies with subject, conditions, physiologic function measured, dose rate
and total exposure. The type of radiation seems to be less important than the rate at which it is
administrated. Next, the dose rate is probably more significant than the total dose in radiation
damages. The same total dose irradiated in long or short time effects differently in living
organisms.
RH following whole-body irradiation was established in animals for growth and development,
fecundity, immune competence, decrease mortality rates from infection and average life span.
RH is regularly noted in independent microbes such as bacteria, yeast and algae. RH is found in
plants and both vertebrate and invertebrate animals3.
Whole-body human exposure to low-level doses of JR. consistently results in decreased cancer
death rates1*2.
Man appears to be one of the most radiosensitive species. The magnitude of LD^ for man

equals to about 2.6 Sv and this value is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the
corresponding value for other living organisms Tab. 1. We can realistically estimated total dose,
which a man is exposed to equals about 1 mGy/y. But there are some regions of the Earth,
where the NBR is much higher than so-called normal level. For example: in Brazil, beaches of
Guarapari - 263 mGy/y, Guapara 10-18 mGy/y and Apaxi 35 mGy/y; Iran, Ramasari 7-480
mGy/y, India - Kerela coast - 4-23 mGy/y, several thousand people in Espirito Santos - 30
mGy/y, Caucasus and Himalayan mountaineers - 35 mGy/y- Tab.2 .

Subject
Man
Dog

Monkey
Rat
Fish

Chicken
Bat

Snail
Snake
Wasp

Ameba
virus

Sv
2.5-3.0

2.6
5.0
8.0
8.5
10

150
200
800
1000
1000
5000

Place
United States

Nile Delta
Exposed workers

Jet air flyers
Kerala, India

Guapara, Brazil
Apaxi, Brazil

Optimum
Ramasari, Iran

Guarapari, Brazil
Maximum safe level

flProposeS f>^otfaHoWance i;

TrnGy/yl
2.6
3.5
3.6
5.0

4-23
10-18

35
100
243
263

10000

iillvS.O-fcS.

Tab.l. Tab.2.

People from Nagasaki or Hiroshima who during A-bomb explosion received doses of 60 to
700 mGy appear to live longer than those who received either higher dose or none1'2.

Till 1990 the information about RH in scientific literature had only little meaning however a
great deal of data shown that high and low-level doses induced opposite results in microbes,
plants, a variety of invertebrates and many mammals, including humans. The effects of low-
level doses cannot be inferred by interpolation between the result from samples exposed to
high doses and controls irradiated only by NBR.
The development of A-bombs and political situation in the World ("cold war", existing of two
opposite political and military systems) led to extensive researches only on the damaging
effects of high-level doses and forced the concept that all doses of IR are harmful. Harm
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dominated the last half-century of radiobiological research. Even today RH hypothesis is still
controversial.

2.IR AND SECONDARY UV - TWO LINKS OF THE SAME ENERGETIC CHAIN
In my opinion there is close relationship between IR and secondary UV emission from the

cell. I postulate the above hypothesis based on the principal biological feet - the process of cell
division (mitosis) is conditioned by two factors, namely: by metabolic processes which lead
cells to dividing stand-by, and by "impulse" (stimulant) which starts division, proliferation and
mitosis processes4'5.
I suggest that the IR can create this so-called ,,starting impulse". Even low intensity of short
electromagnetic waves (180-220 nm) or a few quanta can start mitosis. On the other hand
under the irradiation of gamma rays the increasing of mitosis index is observed6'7.

2.a. PROBABLE SOURCE OF PHOTON EMISSION FROM THE CELL
Konev8'9 has carried out the pioneering work on photon emission and cell cycle. He was the

first to employ the UV sensitive photomultiplier tube to detect UV photon emission from living
organisms, using synchronized cultures of Candida utilis. Spectral analysis indicated that the
wavelength range was 250-380 nm. The most extensive investigations on photon emission in the
cell have been performed in meiosis during pollen grain formation in the anther of Larix
europea™ and in mitosis of yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiaen.

First a biochemical reaction has been looked for that is based on a physiological process of
general nature. Mainly Russian12 investigators have been successful in finding some distinct
correlation between low level luminescence and radical reactivity, originating essentially from
lipoxygenaese reaction.
Guided by the photon storage hypothesis, Popp13 suggested that only DNA can work as the
coherent biological photon store. In order to examine whether DNA really works as a photon
store15 performed a basic experiment by using ethidium bromide as a probe. At least Van Wijk15

experiments have confirmed that a considerable part of biological photon emission originates
from DNA.
Li and Popp16 have proposed a physical explanation of photon storage of DNA on a molecular
level, but only a very general approach to the mechanism has been suggested. They postulated
that exciplex (exciton-) states of the DNA base pairs are responsible for this effect.

In the latter experiments, photon emission was measured as a function of the cell-division
cycle. The research has shown that photon emission - for instance - in yeast follows a
characteristic pattern in the course of the cell-division cycle, increasing in the late S phase to the
G2 phase1117. The estimated photon spectrum is continuous, with maximum in the UV and blue
region.

The source from which the emission from yeast originates is not known. It has been suggested
that the UV component arise from excited tryptophan 1 9 .1 have tried irradiated this compound
but till now with repulse. Exciting tryptophan by ionizing radiation is difficult.

2.b. CERENKOV RADIATION - CERENKOV HORMESIS CH
It is well known that all living systems contain some natural radioisotopes and all are under

the constant cosmic ray irradiation. Any charged particle that moves at a velocity higher than
the phase velocity of light in a medium produces Cerenkov radiation. Quickenden20 reported
that the exposure of pure water to cosmic or NBR (for example -14C,32P,40K) leads to the
excitation of UV and visible emission in addition to Cerenkov radiation. The excitation of
bacterial and yeast suspensions by the Cerenkov rays from 32P results in fluorescence with a
spectral distribution similar to that of MR. Barenboim and Domanski21'22 have studied such
important molecules as tryptophan, rysozyme, DNA and RNA and have found that these
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compounds are similarly excited by 32P and '"'K to produce their characteristic fluorescence.
Because Cerenkov radiation is totally absorbed inside cells, consequently these photons must
play very important part in energetic balance in living organism.

3.EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
As we know from radiation chemistry the formation of H2 and H2O2 are equally possible in

aqueous solutions irradiated by ionizing radiation. The primary ionization of the water molecule
is followed by the recombination and fast dissociation: H2O -> H2O+ +e~—• H2O*. Part of the
excited water molecules dissociates into radicals: H2O* —> H' +OH*. Molecular products form
through the recombination radicals: H* + H*-»H2 and HO* + OH*-» H2O2. The above
combination processes take place at the beginning of the life the clouds when the local radical
concentrations are still high.
Therefore, when the water solution was irradiated, as the product of radiolisis some
concentration of hydrogen peroxide has been received. This chemically aggressive compound
effects on another bio-important compounds.

3.a. EXPERIMENTS WITH GLYCINE
I took into consideration glycine - the simplest amino acid (endogennic), an element of

proteins. The influence of hydrogen peroxide on glycine has been examine. Hydrogen peroxide
produced may in turn continue oxidation:

O = CR- COOH + hvH2NCHR - COOH

During this process some secondary emission has been detected (Figure 1). The fact that quartz
rather than glass permeable for this radiation indicates that the latter emission belongs to the UV
range of spectrum. It was interesting to investigate for how long time it is possible to reveal this
secondary radiation. The results presented in Figure 2 show that the effect was quite high within
20-30 minutes for the beginning of the experiment (after adding NH3). Then it decreased by the
next 1 hour (23).

20 26 30 M •
Urn. [mln]

M 100 120 140 160 180

ilm* (mini

Fig. 1. Secondary emission from Gly Fig.2. Gly emission as a function of
(different ammonia concentration) Ammonia concentration.

1 :Gry-0.87M,hyd.per-0.7M,amm-0.7M 1 :Gry-0.87M,hyd.per-0.7M,amm-0.35M
2:Gly-0.87M,hyd.per-l. 125M,amm-0.875& 2:Gly-0.8M,hyd.per-0.67M,amm-0.67M
3 :Gly-0.9M,hyd.per-0.9M,amm-0.7M

If water solution of glycine was irradiated by gamma rays we received the following :
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y + H2NCHR - COOH Hi°'m> >O = CR - COOH + hv

I conclude that this UV quantum is nothing else as the hypothetical Gurwhsch mhogenetic
radiation.

3.b. EXPERIMENTS WITH HUMIC ACID
Humic substances (HS) belong to the most widespread biopolymers. However exact

structure of HS is unknown it suggests that these compounds could be treated as a rich source
of energy, carbon and nitrogen for soil microorganisms. From the energy point of view, the
transformation process of plants' or animals' materials into humic substances, is exergonic one.
The degradation of humic acids (HA) by ionizing radiation (IR) influence certain physical and
chemical properties of soil and aquatic environment..
As the consequence of HA' degradation the following processes are observed:
- direct stimulation or inhibition of soil's and plants' microorganisms by products of HA

degradation;
- influence on the soil structure through changing sorptive, chelate, oxido-reduction

properties and organic substance mineralization;
- sensibilized degradation and activation of organic compounds contained in superficial soil

layer (especially pesticides).
Ionizing radiation in biopolimers is known to cause the following chemical processes:
- chemical compounds decomposition (for example : di-sulfide, hydrogen and peptide,

deamination and decarboxylation), which caused biopolimers degradation;
- creation of non-specific chemical bounds in biopolimers (covalence, hydrogen, ionic)

which caused polymerization and aggregation of molecules and incorporation of atoms and
small molecules;

- other modification of aminoacids residuum (changing electrical charge, for example).
On the other hand the specified chemical changing can create next changes of physical and
chemical properties, such as: spectral characteristics, viscosity, constant of sedimentation,
molecular mass, isotopic exchange ability and so on.
More often biological influence of IR is indirect, based on the secondary ionization (it refers to
hydrated habitats generally).
Because processes of the oxidative degradation are exergonic, we can experimentally observe
some energetical stages, which conditioned creation of excited molecules. As the consequence
chemiluminescence (CL) emission is measured.
In my experiments HA (SERVA) has been examined. The solution of HA (200 mg HA in 1000
cm3 of 0.1 N Na2CC>3) was irradiated in Russian RChM-gamma-20 (Co-60) equipment in the
following absorbed doses (1 kGy, 2 kGy, 5 kGy, 19 kGy, 40 kGy, 50 kGy, 60 kGy and 90
kGy) has been.

RESULTS
After absorption of high doses of IR by HA some degradation processes have been observed.

The secondary chemiluminescence accompanied to this process. Only HA in a dried HA form
irradiated was even at 90 kGy stable,. After irradiation HA changed its color from dark-brown
to straw-colored. For higher absorbed dose the effect of colors' changing was more visible
(described by the absorbancy or transmittance, at X= 254 nm) and the intensity of CL is higher.
Furthermore, relation between intensity of chemiluminescence and absorbed dose rate (Fig.3)
and between transmittance and absorbed dose rate (Fig.4) has been found.

CONCLUSIONS
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All experiments leads to the following conclusions - after the process of HA irradiation in
high doses we observed :
- oxidative degradation; it caused creation of low molecular products with increased amount

of COOH, Le. class of fulvic acids;
- polymerization of HA and its fragments caused creation of high molecular products

(humins).

10 20 30 40 30 60 70 (0 90 100

t nt* tkOy]

Fig.3.Intensity of chemiluminescence and Fig.4 Relations between transmittance and
absorbed dose rate of gamma irradiation 60Co
(1-immediate measurement,2-delayed 40min)

60/absorbed dose rate gamma irradiation Co for
X =254 run (1-immediate measurements-
delayed 40min)

For the absorbed dose higher than 50 kGy the process of HA radio-degradation was strongest.

There is almost no published research on the influence of ionizing radiation on HS. What
would be the fate of this the most important and vital component of soils and waters in the case
of an nuclear accident?

4.a. HOW TO EXPLAIN CREATION OF SECONDARY UV EMISSION AFTER
IRRADIATION OF IR?

If we irradiate some living objects with low doses of IR macromolecules of DNA, RNA,
proteins will probably turn to excited states. As a result of these processes the polaritons are
created. Polaritons create the subsequent coherent emission from DNA. This secondary
radiation (the so-called DNA fluorescence) has much longer wavelength than primary
radiation, which excited DNA molecules. This secondary radiation with a wavelength in UV
region is analogous to postulate by Gurwitsch mkogenetic radiation MR.

Therefore, I deduce that IR can create secondary UV. On the other hand, only IR without
excessive reduction can penetrate a deep region of a microorganism, because UV is easily
absorbed by biological tissue.

4.b. MEDICAL ASPECT OF RADIATION HORMESIS RH AND CERENKOV
HORMESIS CH.

We know epidemiological evidence which showing that human cancer mortality rates are
lower in areas of high NBR than in low-level radiation regions. Some physicians postulated that
low-level doses of whole-body irradiation may reduce cancer induction - see UNSCEAR 1994
Report24. This hormetic phenomenon appears in this respect as a possible new method of
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therapy. Maybe in the near future we will irradiate our children like now we are inoculating
them. It is surprising proposal but if we remember how vaccine works in human organism we
understand easily the idea of hormetic therapy. Based on the experiments and epidemiological
evidences the following doses are recommended: 20 mGy/y for selected organs and 100
mGy/yfor whole-body chronicle irradiation.
As I mentioned before Cerenkov radiation is totally absorbed inside cells. Consequently these
photons must be play very important part in energetic balance in living organism.
I postulate that Cerenkov radiation may converse - like IR - into UV photons. In my opinion
this is very important problem because the simple calculation shown that for ""K about 10
Cerenkov photons will be created during 1 second in lmm of water's layer. Consequently for
adult (70 kg) we should measure more than 108 Cerenkov photons per 1 sec. For phosphorus
32P and carbon 14C less but still very high number - Tab.3.

Element
T-3
C-14
K-40

Atom's number
1.7*109

8.1*1014

1.2*1021

Disintegration/sec
3

3.1*1O3

4*107

Tab.3

I think research on the influence of Cerenkov or natural background radiation on living
systems should be advanced. Maybe this is among the other important factors not only in the
evolution of biological systems but in the creation of Earth's life in general.

I proposed deexcitation processes in biomolecules as a common denominator of UV and
ionizing radiation interacting with living cells, underlying both radiation hormesis and creation
the secondary UV, which can be identify with postulated by Gurwitsch mitogenetic radiation
MR.
It is therefore extremely important and interesting for scientists to find out to what extent might
the low-level radiation be beneficial to most individuals.
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